


KJV Bible Word Studies for LEARNING



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

learning 1121 # gramma {gram'-mah}; from 1125; a writing, i.e. a letter, note, epistle, book, etc.; plural 
learning: -- bill, {learning}, letter, scripture, writing, written. 

learning 1319 # didaskalia {did-as-kal-ee'-ah}; from 1320; instruction (the function or the information): -- 
doctrine, {learning}, teaching. 

learning 3948 ## leqach {leh'-kakh}; from 3947; properly, something received, i.e . (mentally) instruction 
(whether on the part of the teacher or hearer); also (in an active and sinister sense) inveiglement: -- 
doctrine, {learning}, fair speech. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

learning 03948 ## leqach {leh'- kakh} ; from 03947 ; properly , something received , i . e . (mentally) 
instruction (whether on the part of the teacher or hearer) ; also (in an active and sinister sense) 
inveiglement : -- doctrine , {learning} , fair speech . 

learning 1121 - gramma {gram'-mah}; from 1125; a writing, i.e. a letter, note, epistle, book, etc.; plural 
{learning}: -- bill, learning, letter, scripture, writing, written. 

learning 1319 - didaskalia {did-as-kal-ee'-ah}; from 1320; instruction (the function or the information): -- 
doctrine, {learning}, teaching. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the definitions.

0062 + that they were unlearned +/ . agrammatos {ag-ram-mat-os}; from 0001 + Alpha (as negative particle) and 1121 + letters + written + learning + thy bill + a letter + scriptures + man letters + by the letter + of the 
letter + for the letter + him in letters + not his writings + not of the letter + and not in the letter +/ ; unlettered, i .e . illiterate: --unlearned . 

0261 + they that are unlearned +/ . amathes {am-ath-ace'}; from 0001 + Alpha (as a negative particle) and 3129 + learn + I learn + learned + learning + may learn + they learn + yet learned + ye and learn + let them learn +
ye have learned + and hath learned + thou hast learned + for I have learned + upon you and learn + him having understood + sakes ; that ye might learn +/ ; ignorant: --unlearned . 

1121 + letters + written + learning + thy bill + a letter + scriptures + man letters + by the letter + of the letter + for the letter + him in letters + not his writings + not of the letter + and not in the letter +/ . gramma 
{gram'-mah}; from 1125 + write + Write + wrote + write + things to write 1125- things to write 1125- I write + I wrote + written + ye wrote + To write + he wrote + to write + did write + and write + and wrote + describeth 
+ is written + did I write + And I wrote + are written + was written + were written + For we write + things write + that I write + have written + And he wrote + not as though I wrote 1125- not as though I wrote 1125- one . 
I write + it is written + unto me Write + It is written + thing to write + I have written + it was written + And they wrote + And the writing + me for he wrote + for me to write + this is written + that is written + things to 
write + are not written + were not written + things and wrote + that are written + that was written + as it is written + As it is written + not that I write + for it is written + For it is written + and it was written + it was not 
written + I have not written + that it was written + things were written + but as it is written + out and I will write + and they are written + But as it is written + unto him hath written + things have I written + them Is it not 
written + that should be written + they should be written + unto him It is written + things that are written + unto them It is written + for us for it is written + things which are written + things which were written + of them 
; as it is written + According as it is written + but they which are written + unto them Is it not written + that the things that I write + things neither have I written + and from the things which are written +/ ; a writing, i .e . 
a letter, note, epistle, book, etc .; plural learning: --bill, learning, letter, scripture, writing, written . 

1122 + scribe + scribes + and scribes + The scribes + the scribes + is the scribe + And the scribe + of the scribes + and the scribes + men and scribes + And the scribes + unto you scribes + with the scribes + But their scribes
+ And when the scribes + him with the scribes + them and the scribes + and unto the scribes + And when the townclerk + and not as the scribes + things unto them the scribes +/ . grammateus {gram-mat-yooce'}; from 
1121 + letters + written + learning + thy bill + a letter + scriptures + man letters + by the letter + of the letter + for the letter + him in letters + not his writings + not of the letter + and not in the letter +/ . a writer, i .e . 
(professionally) scribe or secretary: --scribe, town-clerk . 

1319 + teaching + doctrine + of doctrine + to doctrine + in doctrine + my doctrine + for doctrine + and doctrine + the doctrine + for doctrines + and doctrines + for our learning + and his doctrine + and to the doctrine + 
and unto the doctrine +/ . didaskalia {did-as-kal-ee'-ah}; from 1320 + Master + master + masters + teachers + a teacher + me Master + The Master + and Master + the master + his master + and teachers + thou a master + 
and a teacher + to be teachers + of the doctors + not the Master + thou the Master + unto him Master + not ; ) a teacher + unto him The Master + shall be as his master + that thou art a teacher + that he be as his master +/
; instruction (the function or the information): --doctrine, learning, teaching . 

2648 + Consider +/ . katamanthano {kat-am-an-than'-o}; from 2596 + after 2596- after 2596- at + on + At + yet + own + into + over + after + where + every + about + after + it on + cause + And at + before + toward + 
matter + Against + covered + through + against + in every + me after + my state + touching + us after + is after + But after + According + men after + not after + it be yet + of but on + according + and every + but after + 
in respect + Concerning + ye against + my affairs + that after + throughout + concerning + upon you on + not against + place every + and against + being alone + him against + as touching + that through + unto them at + 
things after + laid against + is according + it not after + we according + not ye after + and in every + particularly + it according + him according + you according + as concerning + and not after + not according + As 
concerning + for him after + man according + Not according + day according + but according + violently down + itself against + when he was at + can be against + for that after + of him through + things against + thing 
according + which are among + be done through + by you according + things according + somewhat against + that was against + unto me according + but not according + which is according + shall be according + of me is 
not after + with them according + to him out of every + one of you according + unto thee that after + sakes but as touching + be it unto me according + For they that are after + him that was born after + any thing to the 
charge + but they that are after + let us prophesy according + For he that is not against + in you and ye in him according + He that is not with me is against + him not for he that is not against +/ and 3129 + learn + I learn 
+ learned + learning + may learn + they learn + yet learned + ye and learn + let them learn + ye have learned + and hath learned + thou hast learned + for I have learned + upon you and learn + him having understood + 
sakes ; that ye might learn +/ ; to learn thoroughly, i .e . (by implication) to note carefully: --consider . 

3101 + disciple + disciples + a disciple + the disciple + his disciple + The disciple + thy disciples + his disciples + His disciples + the disciples + that disciple + be my disciple + is the disciple + to his disciples + do thy disciples
+ to the disciples + do the disciples + of his disciples + to thy disciples + and the disciple + for the disciple + ye His disciples + be his disciples + he his disciples + of the disciples + on his disciples + and his disciples + For his 
disciples + not thy disciples + not his disciples + and the disciples + with my disciples + but the disciples + And the disciples + And his disciples + but thy disciples + were the disciples + unto his disciples + unto the disciples 
+ with the disciples + with his disciples + that thy disciples + that that disciple + he to the disciple + that his disciples + When his disciples + when the disciples + while his disciples + spent his disciples + it to the disciples + 
he to his disciples + bread the disciples + to him the disciples + him to thy disciples + and to his disciples + one of his disciples + some of his disciples + them to his disciples + not but his disciples + he unto his disciples + he 
unto the disciples + out and his disciples + not with his disciples + unto him his disciples + But when his disciples + them and his disciples + And when the disciples + him unto his disciples + unto him the disciples + but that
his disciples + And when his disciples + day ; and his disciples + things to his disciples + that ye are my disciples + certain of the disciples + Howbeit as the disciples + then are ye my disciples + shall ye be my disciples + 
himself to his disciples + himself to the disciples + not that he was a disciple + himself with his disciples + with him and his disciples + fields ; and his disciples + them but when his disciples + thy house with my disciples + 
unto him with his disciples + out unto him their disciples + him and so did his disciples + when the number of the disciples +/ . mathetes {math-ay-tes'}; from 3129 + learn + I learn + learned + learning + may learn + they 
learn + yet learned + ye and learn + let them learn + ye have learned + and hath learned + thou hast learned + for I have learned + upon you and learn + him having understood + sakes ; that ye might learn +/ ; a learner, i 
.e . pupil: --disciple . 

3129 + learn + I learn + learned + learning + may learn + they learn + yet learned + ye and learn + let them learn + ye have learned + and hath learned + thou hast learned + for I have learned + upon you and learn + him 
having understood + sakes ; that ye might learn +/ . manthano {man-than'-o}; prolongation from a primary verb, another form of which, matheo, is used as an alternate in certain tenses; to learn (in any way): --learn, 
understand . 

4827 + unto his fellowdisciples +/ . summathetes {soom-math-ay-tace'}; from a compound of 4862 + and beside + accompanied +/ and 3129 + learn + I learn + learned + learning + may learn + they learn + yet learned + ye 
and learn + let them learn + ye have learned + and hath learned + thou hast learned + for I have learned + upon you and learn + him having understood + sakes ; that ye might learn +/ ; a co-learner (of Christianity): --
fellow disciple . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

9 - learning 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

learning 1121 ** gramma ** bill, {learning}, letter, scripture, writing, written.

learning 1319 ** didaskalia ** doctrine, {learning}, teaching.

learning 3948 -- leqach -- doctrine, {learning}, fair speech.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

learning 1121 gramma * {learning} , {1121 gramma } , 3129 manthano ,

learning 3129 manthano * {learning} , 1121 gramma , {3129 manthano } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* learning , 1121 , 3129 ,

- learning , 3948 , 5612 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

learning - 1121 {learning}, letter, letters, scriptures, writings, written,

learning - 3129 learn, learned, {learning}, understood,



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God

Return to the eBibleSoftware Home Web Site

English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

learning , PRO_01_05 , PRO_09_09 , PRO_16_21 , PRO_16_23,

learning , DAN_01_04 , DAN_01_17,

learning , ACT_26_24,

learning , ROM_15_04 ,

learning , 2TI_03_07 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

learning 2Ti_03_07 # Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth.

learning Act_26_24 # And as he thus spake for himself, Festus said with a loud voice, Paul, thou art beside 
thyself; much learning doth make thee mad.

learning Dan_01_04 # Children in whom [was] no blemish, but well favoured, and skilful in all wisdom, and
cunning in knowledge, and understanding science, and such as [had] ability in them to stand in the king's 
palace, and whom they might teach the learning and the tongue of the Chaldeans.

learning Dan_01_17 # As for these four children, God gave them knowledge and skill in all learning and 
wisdom: and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams.

learning Pro_01_05 # A wise [man] will hear, and will increase learning; and a man of understanding shall 
attain unto wise counsels:

learning Pro_09_09 # Give [instruction] to a wise [man], and he will be yet wiser: teach a just [man], and he
will increase in learning.

learning Pro_16_21 # The wise in heart shall be called prudent: and the sweetness of the lips increaseth 
learning.

learning Pro_16_23 # The heart of the wise teacheth his mouth, and addeth learning to his lips.

learning Rom_15_04 # For whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our learning, that we
through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

learning and a Pro_01_05 # A wise [man] will hear, and will increase learning; and a man of understanding 
shall attain unto wise counsels:

learning and never 2Ti_03_07 # Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth.

learning and the Dan_01_04 # Children in whom [was] no blemish, but well favoured, and skilful in all 
wisdom, and cunning in knowledge, and understanding science, and such as [had] ability in them to stand 
in the king's palace, and whom they might teach the learning and the tongue of the Chaldeans.

learning and wisdom Dan_01_17 # As for these four children, God gave them knowledge and skill in all 
learning and wisdom: and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams.

learning doth make Act_26_24 # And as he thus spake for himself, Festus said with a loud voice, Paul, thou 
art beside thyself; much learning doth make thee mad.

learning that we Rom_15_04 # For whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our learning,
that we through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope.

learning to his Pro_16_23 # The heart of the wise teacheth his mouth, and addeth learning to his lips.

learning Pro_09_09 # Give [instruction] to a wise [man], and he will be yet wiser: teach a just [man], and he
will increase in learning.

learning Pro_16_21 # The wise in heart shall be called prudent: and the sweetness of the lips increaseth 
learning.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

learning ^ Pro_09_09 / learning /^ 

learning ^ Pro_16_21 / learning /^ 

learning ^ Pro_01_05 / learning /^and a man of understanding shall attain unto wise counsels: 

learning ^ 2Ti_03_07 / learning /^and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. 

learning ^ Dan_01_04 / learning /^and the tongue of the Chaldeans. 

learning ^ Dan_01_17 / learning /^and wisdom: and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams. 

learning ^ Act_26_24 / learning /^doth make thee mad. 

learning ^ Rom_15_04 / learning /^that we through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have 
hope. 

learning ^ Pro_16_23 / learning /^to his lips. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

learning ......... for our learning 1319 -didaskalia-> 

learning ......... learning 1121 -gramma-> 

learning ......... learning 3129 -manthano-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

learning 2Ti_03_07 Ever {learning}, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. 

learning Act_26_24 And as he thus spake for himself, Festus said with a loud voice, Paul, thou art beside 
thyself; much {learning} doth make thee mad. 

learning Dan_01_04 Children in whom [was] no blemish, but well favoured, and skilful in all wisdom, and 
cunning in knowledge, and understanding science, and such as [had] ability in them to stand in the king's 
palace, and whom they might teach the {learning} and the tongue of the Chaldeans. 

learning Dan_01_17 As for these four children, God gave them knowledge and skill in all {learning} and 
wisdom: and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams. 

learning Pro_01_05 A wise [man] will hear, and will increase {learning}; and a man of understanding shall 
attain unto wise counsels: 

learning Pro_16_23 The heart of the wise teacheth his mouth, and addeth {learning} to his lips. 

learning Pro_16_21 The wise in heart shall be called prudent: and the sweetness of the lips increaseth 
{learning}. 

learning Pro_09_09 Give [instruction] to a wise [man], and he will be yet wiser: teach a just [man], and he 
will increase in {learning}. 

learning Rom_15_04 For whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our {learning}, that we
through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

learning ^ Rom_15_04 For <1063> whatsoever things <3745> were written aforetime <4270> (5648) were 
written <4270> (5648) for <1519> our <2251> {learning} <1319>, that <2443> we <2192> <0> through 
<1223> patience <5281> and <2532> comfort <3874> of the scriptures <1124> might have <2192> (5725) 
hope <1680>. 

learning ^ 2Ti_03_07 Ever <3842> {learning} <3129> (5723), and <2532> never <3368> able <1410> (5740) 
to come <2064> (5629) to <1519> the knowledge <1922> of the truth <0225>. 

learning ^ Act_26_24 And <1161> as he <0846> thus <5023> spake for himself <0626> (5740), Festus 
<5347> said <5346> (5713) with a loud <3173> voice <5456>, Paul <3972>, thou art beside thyself <3105> 
(5736); much <4183> {learning} <1121> doth make <4062> (5719) thee <4571> mad <1519> <3130>. 



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God
Return to the eBibleSoftware Home Web Site

Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
learning 2Ti_03_07 Ever (3842 -pantote -) {learning} (3129 -manthano -) , and never (3368 -medepote -) 
able (1410 -dunamai -) to come (2064 -erchomai -) to the knowledge (1922 -epignosis -) of the truth (0225 -
aletheia -) . 

learning Act_26_24 . And as he thus (5023 -tauta -) spake (0626 -apologeomai -) for himself , Festus (5347 -
Phestos -) said (5346 -phemi -) with a loud (3173 -megas -) voice (5456 -phone -) , Paul (3972 -Paulos -) , 
thou art beside (3105 -mainomai -) thyself ; much (4183 -polus -) {learning} (1121 -gramma -) doth make 
(4062 -peritrepo -) thee mad (3130 -mania -) . 

learning Dan_01_04 Children (03206 +yeled ) in whom [ was ] no (00369 +)ayin ) blemish (03971 +m)uwm ) 
, but well (02896 +towb ) favoured (04758 +mar)eh ) , and skilful (07919 +sakal ) in all (03605 +kol ) wisdom
(02451 +chokmah ) , and cunning (03045 +yada( ) in knowledge (01847 +da(ath ) , and understanding 
(00995 +biyn ) science (04093 +madda( ) , and such as [ had ] ability (03581 +koach ) in them to stand 
(05975 +(amad ) in the king s (04428 +melek ) palace (01964 +heykal ) , and whom they might teach (03925 
+lamad ) the {learning} (05612 +cepher ) and the tongue (03956 +lashown ) of the Chaldeans (03779 
+Kasday ) . 

learning Dan_01_17 . As for these (00428 +)el - leh ) four (00702 +)arba( ) children (03206 +yeled ) , God 
(00430 +)elohiym ) gave (05414 +nathan ) them knowledge (04093 +madda( ) and skill (07919 +sakal ) in all 
(03605 +kol ) {learning} (05612 +cepher ) and wisdom (02451 +chokmah ):and Daniel (01840 +Daniye)l ) 
had understanding (00995 +biyn ) in all (03605 +kol ) visions (02377 +chazown ) and dreams (02472 
+chalowm ) . 

learning Pro_01_05 A wise (02450 +chakam ) [ man ] will hear (08085 +shama( ) , and will increase (03254 
+yacaph ) {learning} (03948 +leqach ) ; and a man of understanding (00995 +biyn ) shall attain (07069 
+qanah ) unto wise counsels (08458 +tachbulah ) : 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


learning Pro_09_09 Give (05414 +nathan ) [ instruction ] to a wise (02450 +chakam ) [ man ] , and he will be
yet (05750 +(owd ) wiser (02449 +chakam ):teach (03045 +yada( ) a just (06662 +tsaddiyq ) [ man ] , and he 
will increase (03254 +yacaph ) in {learning} (03948 +leqach ) . 

learning Pro_16_21 . The wise (02450 +chakam ) in heart (03820 +leb ) shall be called (07121 +qara) ) 
prudent (00995 +biyn ):and the sweetness (04986 +metheq ) of the lips (08193 +saphah ) increaseth (03254 
+yacaph ) {learning} (03948 +leqach ) . 

learning Pro_16_23 . The heart (03820 +leb ) of the wise (02450 +chakam ) teacheth (07919 +sakal ) his 
mouth (06310 +peh ) , and addeth (03254 +yacaph ) {learning} (03948 +leqach ) to his lips (08193 +saphah ) 
. 

learning Rom_15_04 For whatsoever (3745 -hosos -) things were written (4270 -prographo -) aforetime 
(4270 -prographo -) were written (4270 -prographo -) for our {learning} (1319 -didaskalia -) , that we 
through (1223 -dia -) patience (5281 -hupomone -) and comfort (3874 -paraklesis -) of the scriptures (1124 -
graphe -) might have (2192 -echo -) hope (1680 -elpis -) . 
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learning 1319 # didaskalia {did-as-kal-ee'-ah}; from 1320; instruction (the function or the information): -- doctrine, {learning}, teaching.[ql learning 1121 # gramma {gram'-mah}; from 1125; a writing, i.e. a letter, note, epistle, book, 
etc.; plural learning: -- bill, {learning}, letter, scripture, writing, written.[ql learning Interlinear Index Study learning PRO 001 005 A wise <02450 +chakam > [ man ] will hear <08085 +shama< > , and will increase <03254 +yacaph > 
{learning} <03948 +leqach > ; and a man of understanding <00995 +biyn > shall attain <07069 +qanah > unto wise counsels <08458 +tachbulah > : learning PRO 009 009 Give <05414 +nathan > [ instruction ] to a wise <02450 
+chakam > [ man ] , and he will be yet <05750 + wiser <02449 +chakam > : teach <03045 +yada< > a just <06662 +tsaddiyq > [ man ] , and he will increase <03254 +yacaph > in {learning} <03948 +leqach > . learning PRO 016 021 .
The wise <02450 +chakam > in heart <03820 +leb > shall be called <07121 +qara> > prudent <00995 +biyn > : and the sweetness <04986 +metheq > of the lips <08193 +saphah > increaseth <03254 +yacaph > {learning} <03948 
+leqach > . learning PRO 016 023 . The heart <03820 +leb > of the wise <02450 +chakam > teacheth <07919 +sakal > his mouth <06310 +peh > , and addeth <03254 +yacaph > {learning} <03948 +leqach > to his lips <08193 
+saphah > . learning DAN 001 004 Children <03206 +yeled > in whom [ was ] no <00369 +>ayin > blemish <03971 +m>uwm > , but well <02896 +towb > favoured <04758 +mar>eh > , and skilful <07919 +sakal > in all <03605 
+kol > wisdom <02451 +chokmah > , and cunning <03045 +yada< > in knowledge <01847 +da , and understanding <00995 +biyn > science <04093 +madda< > , and such as [ had ] ability <03581 +koach > in them to stand <05975 +
in the king s <04428 +melek > palace <01964 +heykal > , and whom they might teach <03925 +lamad > the {learning} <05612 +cepher > and the tongue <03956 +lashown > of the Chaldeans <03779 +Kasday > . learning DAN 001 
017 . As for these <00428 +>el - leh > four <00702 +>arba< > children <03206 +yeled > , God <00430 +>elohiym > gave <05414 +nathan > them knowledge <04093 +madda< > and skill <07919 +sakal > in all <03605 +kol > 
{learning} <05612 +cepher > and wisdom <02451 +chokmah > : and Daniel <01840 +Daniye>l > had understanding <00995 +biyn > in all <03605 +kol > visions <02377 +chazown > and dreams <02472 +chalowm > . learning ACT 
026 024 . And as he thus <5023 -tauta -> spake <0626 -apologeomai -> for himself , Festus <5347 -Phestos -> said <5346 -phemi -> with a loud <3173 -megas -> voice <5456 - phone -> , Paul <3972 -Paulos -> , thou art beside <3105 
- mainomai -> thyself ; much <4183 -polus -> {learning} <1121 - gramma -> doth make <4062 -peritrepo -> thee mad <3130 -mania -> . learning ROM 015 004 For whatsoever <3745 -hosos -> things were written <4270 -prographo -
> aforetime <4270 -prographo -> were written <4270 -prographo -> for our {learning} <1319 -didaskalia -> , that we through <1223 -dia -> patience <5281 -hupomone -> and comfort <3874 -paraklesis -> of the scriptures <1124 -
graphe -> might have <2192 -echo -> hope <1680 -elpis -> . learning 2TI 003 007 Ever <3842 -pantote -> {learning} <3129 - manthano -> , and never <3368 -medepote -> able <1410 -dunamai - > to come <2064 -erchomai -> to the 
knowledge <1922 -epignosis - > of the truth <0225 -aletheia -> . for whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our learning much learning doth make thee mad will increase learning * learning , 1121 , 3129 , - learning , 
3948 , 5612 , * learning , 1121 gramma , 3129 manthano , learning -1121 {learning}, letter, letters, scriptures, writings, written, learning -3129 learn, learned, {learning}, understood, learning -3948 doctrine , fair , {learning} , speech , 
learning -5612 bill , book , books , evidence , evidences , {learning} , letter , letters , register , scroll , learning 3948 -- leqach -- doctrine, {learning}, fair speech. learning 1121 ** gramma ** bill, {learning}, letter, scripture, writing, 
written. learning 1319 ** didaskalia ** doctrine, {learning}, teaching. learning ......... for our learning 1319 -didaskalia-> learning ......... learning 1121 -gramma-> learning ......... learning 3129 -manthano-> learning 3948 ## leqach 
{leh'-kakh}; from 3947; properly, something received, i.e . (mentally) instruction (whether on the part of the teacher or hearer); also (in an active and sinister sense) inveiglement: -- doctrine, {learning}, fair speech. [ql learning 1121 # 
gramma {gram'-mah}; from 1125; a writing, i.e. a letter, note, epistle, book, etc.; plural learning: -- bill, {learning}, letter, scripture, writing, written.[ql learning 1319 # didaskalia {did-as-kal-ee'-ah}; from 1320; instruction (the 
function or the information): -- doctrine, {learning}, teaching.[ql learning 001 005 Pro /^{learning /and a man of understanding shall attain unto wise counsels : learning 003 007 IITi /${learning /and never able to come to the 
knowledge of the truth . learning 001 004 Dan /^{learning /and the tongue of the Chaldeans . learning 001 017 Dan /^{learning /and wisdom : and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams . learning 026 024 Act /${learning 
/doth make thee mad . learning 015 004 Rom /${learning /that we through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope . learning 016 023 Pro /^{learning /to his lips . learning 9 - learning A wise [man] will hear, and will 
increase {learning}; and a man of understanding shall attain unto wise counsels: learning Give [instruction] to a wise [man], and he will be yet wiser: teach a just [man], and he will increase in {learning}. learning The wise in heart shall
be called prudent: and the sweetness of the lips increaseth {learning}. learning The heart of the wise teacheth his mouth, and addeth {learning} to his lips. learning Children in whom [was] no blemish, but well favoured, and skilful in 
all wisdom, and cunning in knowledge, and understanding science, and such as [had] ability in them to stand in the king's palace, and whom they might teach the {learni ng} and the tongue of the Chaldeans. learning As for these four 
children, God gave them knowledge and skill in all {learning} and wisdom: and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams. learning And as he thus spake for himself, Festus said with a loud voice, Paul, thou art beside thyself; 
much {learning} doth make thee mad. learning For whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our {learning}, that we through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope. learning <2TI3 -7> Ever 
{learning}, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. 



learning 1319 # didaskalia {did-as-kal-ee'-ah}; from 1320; instruction (the function or the information): -- 
doctrine, {learning}, teaching.[ql learning 1121 # gramma {gram'-mah}; from 1125; a writing, i.e. a letter, note, 
epistle, book, etc.; plural learning: -- bill, {learning}, letter, scripture, writing, written.[ql



* learning , 1121 gramma , 3129 manthano ,



learning -1121 {learning}, letter, letters, scriptures, writings, written, learning -3129 learn, learned, {learning}, 
understood,



learning -3948 doctrine , fair , {learning} , speech , learning -5612 bill , book , books , evidence , evidences , 
{learning} , letter , letters , register , scroll ,



learning 3948 -- leqach -- doctrine, {learning}, fair speech. learning 1121 ** gramma ** bill, {learning}, letter, 
scripture, writing, written. learning 1319 ** didaskalia ** doctrine, {learning}, teaching.





learning ......... for our learning 1319 -didaskalia-> learning ......... learning 1121 -gramma-> learning ......... 
learning 3129 -manthano->



learning 3948 ## leqach {leh'-kakh}; from 3947; properly, something received, i.e . (mentally) instruction 
(whether on the part of the teacher or hearer); also (in an active and sinister sense) inveiglement: -- doctrine, 
{learning}, fair speech. [ql learning 1121 # gramma {gram'-mah}; from 1125; a writing, i.e. a letter, note, epistle, 
book, etc.; plural learning: -- bill, {learning}, letter, scripture, writing, written.[ql learning 1319 # didaskalia 
{did-as-kal-ee'-ah}; from 1320; instruction (the function or the information): -- doctrine, {learning}, teaching.[ql
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learning Interlinear Index Study learning PRO 001 005 A wise <02450 +chakam > [ man ] will hear <08085 
+shama< > , and will increase <03254 +yacaph > {learning} <03948 +leqach > ; and a man of understanding 
<00995 +biyn > shall attain <07069 +qanah > unto wise counsels <08458 +tachbulah > : learning PRO 009 009 
Give <05414 +nathan > [ instruction ] to a wise <02450 +chakam > [ man ] , and he will be yet <05750 + wiser 
<02449 +chakam > : teach <03045 +yada< > a just <06662 +tsaddiyq > [ man ] , and he will increase <03254 
+yacaph > in {learning} <03948 +leqach > . learning PRO 016 021 . The wise <02450 +chakam > in heart 
<03820 +leb > shall be called <07121 +qara> > prudent <00995 +biyn > : and the sweetness <04986 +metheq > 
of the lips <08193 +saphah > increaseth <03254 +yacaph > {learning} <03948 +leqach > . learning PRO 016 023 
. The heart <03820 +leb > of the wise <02450 +chakam > teacheth <07919 +sakal > his mouth <06310 +peh > , 
and addeth <03254 +yacaph > {learning} <03948 +leqach > to his lips <08193 +saphah > . learning DAN 001 
004 Children <03206 +yeled > in whom [ was ] no <00369 +>ayin > blemish <03971 +m>uwm > , but well 
<02896 +towb > favoured <04758 +mar>eh > , and skilful <07919 +sakal > in all <03605 +kol > wisdom <02451
+chokmah > , and cunning <03045 +yada< > in knowledge <01847 +da , and understanding <00995 +biyn > 
science <04093 +madda< > , and such as [ had ] ability <03581 +koach > in them to stand <05975 + in the king s 
<04428 +melek > palace <01964 +heykal > , and whom they might teach <03925 +lamad > the {learning} 
<05612 +cepher > and the tongue <03956 +lashown > of the Chaldeans <03779 +Kasday > . learning DAN 001 
017 . As for these <00428 +>el - leh > four <00702 +>arba< > children <03206 +yeled > , God <00430 
+>elohiym > gave <05414 +nathan > them knowledge <04093 +madda< > and skill <07919 +sakal > in all 
<03605 +kol > {learning} <05612 +cepher > and wisdom <02451 +chokmah > : and Daniel <01840 +Daniye>l > 
had understanding <00995 +biyn > in all <03605 +kol > visions <02377 +chazown > and dreams <02472 
+chalowm > . learning ACT 026 024 . And as he thus <5023 -tauta -> spake <0626 -apologeomai -> for himself , 
Festus <5347 -Phestos -> said <5346 -phemi -> with a loud <3173 -megas -> voice <5456 - phone -> , Paul <3972
-Paulos -> , thou art beside <3105 - mainomai -> thyself ; much <4183 -polus -> {learning} <1121 - gramma -> 
doth make <4062 -peritrepo -> thee mad <3130 -mania -> . learning ROM 015 004 For whatsoever <3745 -hosos 
-> things were written <4270 -prographo -> aforetime <4270 -prographo -> were written <4270 -prographo -> for 
our {learning} <1319 -didaskalia -> , that we through <1223 -dia -> patience <5281 -hupomone -> and comfort 
<3874 -paraklesis -> of the scriptures <1124 -graphe -> might have <2192 -echo -> hope <1680 -elpis -> . 
learning 2TI 003 007 Ever <3842 -pantote -> {learning} <3129 - manthano -> , and never <3368 -medepote -> 
able <1410 -dunamai - > to come <2064 -erchomai -> to the knowledge <1922 -epignosis - > of the truth <0225 -
aletheia -> .



for whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our learning much learning doth make thee mad 
will increase learning 



learning Pro_01_05 /^{learning /and a man of understanding shall attain unto wise counsels : learning 2Ti_03_07 
/${learning /and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth . learning Dan_01_04 /^{learning /and the 
tongue of the Chaldeans . learning Dan_01_17 /^{learning /and wisdom : and Daniel had understanding in all 
visions and dreams . learning Act_26_24 /${learning /doth make thee mad . learning Rom_15_04 /${learning /that
we through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope . learning Pro_16_23 /^{learning /to his lips .



learning 9 -



* learning , 1121 , 3129 , - learning , 3948 , 5612 , 



learning A wise [man] will hear, and will increase {learning}; and a man of understanding shall attain unto wise 
counsels: learning Give [instruction] to a wise [man], and he will be yet wiser: teach a just [man], and he will 
increase in {learning}. learning The wise in heart shall be called prudent: and the sweetness of the lips increaseth 
{learning}. learning The heart of the wise teacheth his mouth, and addeth {learning} to his lips. learning Children 
in whom [was] no blemish, but well favoured, and skilful in all wisdom, and cunning in knowledge, and 
understanding science, and such as [had] ability in them to stand in the king's palace, and whom they might teach 
the {learni ng} and the tongue of the Chaldeans. learning As for these four children, God gave them knowledge 
and skill in all {learning} and wisdom: and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams. learning And as 
he thus spake for himself, Festus said with a loud voice, Paul, thou art beside thyself; much {learning} doth make 
thee mad. learning For whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our {learning}, that we through 
patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope. learning <2TI3 -7> Ever {learning}, and never able to 
come to the knowledge of the truth.
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